Learning Development Session
Learning Development

**Drop-ins** 10 minutes
12 noon – 1pm  Weekdays
12 noon – 2pm  Weekends (Student Ambassadors – term times)
Sign in on the UoN [app](#) or through the Learning Development link on the NILE homepage

**Appointments**
Academic and Study Skills - 25 minutes
Maths & SPSS - 55 minutes
Weekdays
Book a face-to-face or online appointment through the Learning Development link on the NILE homepage

**Online Resources:**
[http://skillshub.northampton.ac.uk](http://skillshub.northampton.ac.uk)
The Activity

...coming to University
define

give the precise meaning of; explain in detail

illustrate

give examples which make the point clear

state

express in words; present in a brief, clear form

describe

give a detailed account

discuss

consider a range of evidence and/or opinions
consider
take into account; weigh up
advantages/disadvantages

explain
make clear; interpret; give
reasons for

compare
identify similarities and
differences between

analyse
break into parts; examine
in detail

review
make a survey of, examining
the subject carefully
justify
give reasons to support an idea or action

explore
consider thoroughly from a variety of viewpoints

evaluate
appraise the merit or worth of; judge the impact, importance or success of; include personal opinion and evidence

apply
analyse one idea in terms of another; connect two ideas

demonstrate
prove with examples; show
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Questions?

Thank you for listening!